Introduction
============

Multiple Myeloma (MM) is the second most common hematological malignancy, characterized by the accumulation of clonal plasma cells (PCs) in the bone marrow (BM) and excess production of monoclonal protein in the serum and/or the urine.^[@R1],[@R2]^ Novel therapies including proteasome inhibitors (PIs), immunomodulatory drugs (IMiDs) or monoclonal antibodies have significantly increased rates of complete remission (CR) and improved the clinical outcome of patients.^[@R3]--[@R10]^ However, most myeloma patients will relapse and will succumb to the disease despite the achievement of CR.^[@R11]--[@R13]^ Therefore, the identification of biomarkers capable of predicting disease progression and relapse is of utmost importance in the clinical management of MM patients at CR with underlying MRD.

The assessment of minimal residual disease (MRD) in the BM of MM patients has emerged as an excellent prognostic tool during the course of the disease; MRD positivity has been correlated with shorter progression-free survival (PFS) and inferior overall survival (OS).^[@R14]--[@R21]^ Different approaches have been used for the evaluation of marrow MRD \[eg, ASO-PCR, next-generation sequencing (NGS), flow cytometry,^[@R18],[@R22]--[@R26]^ with multiparameter flow cytometry seeming advantageous in terms of applicability, time and cost.^[@R21],[@R27]--[@R29]^ PET/CT imaging is also required for MRD evaluation out of the bone marrow.^[@R2]^ However, the sensitivity and reproducibility of the technique have raised serious concerns and previous studies have reported that non-standardized flow cytometry methods were less sensitive than ASO-PCR and NGS.^[@R18],[@R19],[@R22],[@R30]^ Hence, there is a pressing need for highly sensitive flow cytometry techniques that would allow the identification of ultra-low numbers of residual clonal cells in the BM of myeloma patients, particularly those in CR to predict ahead of time an eventual relapse.

The importance of MRD positivity as a prognostic biomarker in MM is reflected by its inclusion in the novel IMWG response criteria, setting 10^−5^ as the minimum sensitivity level for MRD negativity. However, there is preliminary data suggesting that even persistent MRD at the level of 10^−6^ identifies a subset of patients with greater risk of relapse when compared to MRD-negative (MRD−) cases.^[@R31],[@R32]^ On this basis, the primary aim of this prospective study was to evaluate the incidence of MRD positivity in MM patients who remained in CR for ≥ 2 years after frontline therapy, using NGF to investigate if the method allows for reproducible detection of clonal PCs at levels of 10^−6^. Moreover, as the biology, clinical parameters and type of treatment associated with persistent MRD amongst patients in CR remain unclear to-date, we performed a comprehensive analysis of major prognostic factors at the time of diagnosis and type of treatment leading to the achievement of CR, to define if these could predict the presence of MRD.

Materials and methods
=====================

Study design
------------

### Inclusion criteria

The inclusion criteria were: (i) MM patients who had received frontline therapy for symptomatic disease; (ii) achievement of CR (IMWG criteria) after frontline treatment; (iii) sustained CR for a minimum period of 24 months off-treatment; (iv) ability to provide an informed consent for BM aspiration for MRD testing.

### Study endpoints

The primary endpoint was the estimation of MRD− and MRD-positive (MRD+) rates with a sensitivity of 10^−6^, in MM patients who were in sustained CR after initial therapy. The MRD assessment was conducted with NGF as described below and no imaging techniques were included for the purposes of this study. Secondary endpoints included: (i) evaluating the duration of MRD response, (ii) the concordance between 2 independent experts who analyzed the results of NGF in a blinded fashion; (iii) the evaluation of differences regarding clinical and laboratory characteristics between MRD− and MRD+ patients; (iv) the evaluation of major BM populations for each MM patient and correlation of these data with the presence of MRD as well as with other prognostic factors at the time of diagnosis.

### Patients' enrolment

All patients had been diagnosed as having Multiple Myeloma and had been treated in the Department of Clinical Therapeutics (Athens, Greece). The enrolment period was between January 2016 and May 2017. Patients were informed for the objectives and the details of the present study before giving their approval and signing the informed consent form. The study was conducted according to the principles defined by the 18th World Medical Association Assembly (*Declaration of Helsinki*, 1964) and all its future amendments. The study protocol was designed and executed according to the guidelines and regulations pertaining studies in Greece as well as the Good Clinical Practice Guidelines as defined by the International Conference of Harmonization. The study was approved by the local ethics committee.

### Statistical analyses

Statistical analysis was performed with Statistical Package for the Social Sciences software v.20 (IBM SPSS Statistics, Inc., Chicago, IL). Differences in categorical variables were assessed with the Fisher exact test, while differences in continuous variables were evaluated with parametric (*t* test) or non-parametric tests (Mann-Whitney) depending on the form of the respective distribution of values. Prior to each statistical evaluation, the distribution of continuous variables was examined with D'Agostino & Pearson omnibus normality test and/or Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. All analyses were two-sided and statistical significance was assumed at p \< 0.05.

MRD analysis using next-generation flow cytometry
-------------------------------------------------

MRD assessment was performed according to the EuroFlow guidelines for sample preparation, antibodies, cytometer settings and analysis of data. In detail, BM samples were collected in EDTA-anticoagulated tubes and treated according to the established bulk-lysis procedure comprising a FACS-lysing-fixation step with low (0.5%) concentration of bovine serum albumin, allowing for the osmotic lysis of erythrocytes and maximum leukocyte recovery. The number and viability of cells obtained was tested with Trypan Blue under the microscope. If viability of recovered cells was ≥90%, 20 million cells were stained with two independent 8-color panels (10 million each) both containing CD19-PEC7, CD27-BV510, CD38-FITC, CD45-PERCP, CD56-PE and CD138-BV421. The surface panel also comprised CD81-APCC750 and CD117-APC, while the intracytoplasmic panel comprised the markers CyIgκ-APC and CyIgλ-APCC750. Ten million cells were labeled in each tube suspended at a final volume of 200 μl/tube.

A minimum of 5 million events were recorded per tube in a FACSCantoII cytometer (BD Bioscience, San Jose, CA), with a set FSC threshold at 10,000, within a maximum of one hour after the final washing step of the preparation process. Data analysis was performed with the Infinicyt software (Cytognos S.L., Salamanka, Spain) that allowed merging of the two independent panels, based on their six common markers and thus allowing the analysis of at least ten million events per patient sample. Following exclusion of cell doublets and debris, the selection of PCs from the remaining BM cells was principally performed using CD138/CD38, CD45/CD38, and SSC/FSC bivariate dot plots. The optimal PMT voltages were determined according to the EuroFlow SOP for instrument set-up and daily performance status of the instrument was monitored with both CS&T (BD) and Rainbow beads (Spherotech Inc, Lake Forest, IL).

MRD evaluation was implemented with a manual analysis strategy by two independent experts in a blinded process to confirm the reproducibility of the results. The principal component analysis (PCA) tool of the automated population separator (APS) diagram of the Infinicyt software was used to determine the significance of each marker for the discrimination of normal from aberrant PCs for each MRD+ sample.

Phenotypic profiling of the bone marrow niche
---------------------------------------------

The BM niche of each MM patient was profiled by utilizing the appropriate marker combinations of our panels. Therefore, apart from PCs, the available markers allowed for the identification of major BM subsets of erythroid, myeloid and lymphoid lineages and specifically for: erythroblasts (CD45^−^ CD38^−^ SSC^lo^) and erythroid progenitors (CD117^+^ CD45^−/dim^ CD38^−/dim^ SSC^lo^); tumor-associated monocytes/macrophages (TAMs) (SSC^int^ CD45^+^ CD38^+^ CD81^+^), neutrophils (SSC^hi^ CD45^dim/+^ CD81^−^), basophils (CD45^dim^ CD38^+^ CD81^−^), eosinophils (SSC^hi^ CD45^bright^ CD81^bright^), mast cells (CD117^bright^ CD45^dim^) and myeloid progenitors (CD117^+^ CD45^dim^ CD38^+^ SSC^hi^); B cells (CD19^+^ SSC^lo^ CD45^dim/+^), T cells (CD45^+^ SSC^lo^ CD56^−^ CD19^−^) and a cluster of both natural killer (NK) and natural killer T (NKT) cells (CD45^+^ SSC^lo^ CD56^+^ CD19^−^). B cells were further subgrouped into B-cell precursors (CD45^dim^ CD38^bright^ CD27^−^), naïve B cells (CD45^+^ CD38^−/dim^ CD27^−^) and memory B cells (CD45^+^ CD38^−/dim^ CD27^+^) for a total enumeration of 14 different BM populations including PCs. Each subset was calculated as relative percentage of total BM nucleated cells, and all subsets in conjunction composed the individualized hematopoietic profile of each patient. The three B-cell subsets were also evaluated as a relative percentage of the total number of B cells. Analysis was conducted with the Infinicyt software analyzing the FCS file referring to the 8-color surface tube, though there were no significant variations between the two tubes in our internal control test enumerating lymphocytes (T, NK, B cells and their subsets) from 20 BM samples (data not shown).

Results
=======

Patients' characteristics
-------------------------

A total of 52 MM patients fulfilled the inclusion criteria and had one (n = 36) or two (n = 16) BM aspirates collected for MRD evaluation. In this prospective study, the first MRD assessment was not planned at defined time points but was conducted during standard patients' visits in our clinic. The second MRD evaluation was planned between 12 and 18 months ahead the first MRD examination depending on patient\'s availability and agreement to provide an additional sample for the purposes of this study.

All patients had completed the frontline therapy, which contained bortezomib-based triplets (57.7%, mostly VCD), IMID-based regimens (25%), VTD as combinatory approach (11.5%) or chemotherapy only (5.8%). The majority of the patients (71.2%) received ASCT after high-dose melphalan. At the time of MRD assessment all patients had achieved CR and were off-treatment; no patients was under maintenance therapy. No patient received daratumumab combinations as part of the frontline therapy. The clinical characteristics of these patients at diagnosis and their frontline treatment are depicted in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Clinical Characteristics of MM Patients who Achieved Sustained CR at the Time of Diagnosis.

![](hs9-3-e300-g001)

Detection and clinical significance of persistent MRD in patients with sustained CR
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

With a median period of 59 months in CR (range: 24--197 months) after frontline treatment, 29/52 (56%) MM patients were found MRD+ at the latest MRD assessment. In several cases the number of aberrant cells detected by NGF was quite low, with 13/29 (45%) being MRD+ at the level of 10^−5^ and 5/29 (17%) at the level of 10^−6^; thus, persistent MRD at the level of 10^−4^ or higher was noted in less than half of patients (11/29; 38%). Sixteen MRD− patients at initial MRD testing were re-evaluated to investigate the duration of MRD− response in patients with sustained CR. With a median time-interval between the two consecutive analyses of 12 months (range: 12--18 months), 4/16 (25%) patients had their initial MRD− result reversing to an MRD+ status; the arising clonal cell populations in these cases were detectable at the level of 10^−5^ in three cases and at the level of 10^−4^ in the fourth. All these patients as well as all MRD− patients had normal involved FLC and normal FLCs ration at the time of their first MRD analysis.

In clinical terms, 6/52 cases have relapsed to date and all 6 were MRD+ at the latest MRD assessment. One of these cases (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, patient \#47) was MRD− at initial testing and reversed to MRD+ status at follow-up testing, 5 months before disease progression (IMWG criteria), which implies that all relapses went through an MRD+ phase. The clinical features of all 6 patients are presented in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Despite the relative small number of relapsed cases, the presence of MRD conferred a significantly higher risk of disease progression when compared to a MRD− testing (HR: 6.48, 95% CI: 1.3--32.3 for MRD+ cases vs HR: 0.15, 95% CI: 0.03--0.77 for MRD− cases, p = 0.028; Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

Clinical Characteristics of MM Patients that Relapsed after a Period of ≥2-years in Sustained CR

![](hs9-3-e300-g002)

![Time to progression of MM patients in sustained CR after frontline therapy according to the presence (+) or absence (−) of MRD.](hs9-3-e300-g003){#F1}

Dissociation between clinical parameters and persistent MRD in patients with sustained CR
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The MRD status was not associated with the duration of CR (mean: 62.5 months in MRD− vs 60.4 months in MRD+) or with any particular feature at diagnosis such as age, gender, white blood cell count, heavy or light chain preference, creatinine or calcium levels in the serum, eGFR (by CKD-EPI), LDH, β2-microglobulin, and the incidence of thrombocytopenia or anemia, though MRD+ patients tended to have a higher BM infiltration at diagnosis. Interestingly, no correlation was observed between the presence of MRD and ISS stage or the cytogenetic profile of patients. Of note, only few patients had high-risk cytogenetics, as defined by the presence of del17p, t(4;14) and t(14;16) in either MRD group (13% of MRD− and 14% of MRD+), probably due to inability of patients with an adverse cytogenetic profile to achieve deep and sustained CR. That notwithstanding, none of the patients with high-risk cytogenetics displaying an MRD− testing have relapsed thus far. A similar percentage of patients were eligible for ASCT in the two MRD groups, and no differences were observed regarding the class of drugs used as frontline treatment (PI− vs IMiDs− vs PI+IMiD-based therapies).

Sensitivity and reproducibility of MRD evaluation by NGF
--------------------------------------------------------

A minimum cluster of 20 clonal PCs was used for limit of detection (LOD) and a minimum cluster of 50 cells was used for limit of quantification (LOQ) in each sample, that were calculated by dividing these numbers to the total number of BM nucleated cells after excluding cell debris and doublets. Hence, the median LOD value reached by NGF in our samples was 2.2×10^−6^ (range, 2.1×10^−6^ − 2.8×10^−6^) and the median LOQ value reached was 5.5×10^6^ (range, 5.3×10^−6^ -- 7×10^−6^) (Supplementary Fig. 1A, Supplemental Digital Content). Importantly, the NGF-based quality control confirmed the presence of B-cell precursors, erythroblasts and mast cells in all samples analyzed, thus excluding potential false-negative results due to hemodilution.

The reproducibility of the analytical assessment of MRD was very high (51/52 patients' samples; 98%), as there was only one disagreement between the two independent experts for one sample (MRD− vs MRD+ at the level of 10^−6^), which was considered as MRD− for the purposes of this study. Similarly, the MRD+ levels that were evaluated as the percentage of total BM nucleated cells were significantly correlated between the 2 independent researchers (r = 0.97, p \< 0.0001; Supplementary Fig. 1B, Supplemental Digital Content).

For cases with MRD at the level of 10^−6^, detection of the aberrant clone was possible only by merging the two 8-color panels using the Infinicyt software, and thus by analyzing at least 10 million total events, as recommended by EuroFlow. Furthermore, the evaluation of MRD proved to be highly specific as the MRD result obtained by the two independent 8-color panels was fully concordant, both qualitatively and quantitatively in MRD+ cases (data not shown).

Phenotypic characterization of MRD+ clonal PCs
----------------------------------------------

The high number of markers used in the current flow cytometry setting allowed for the detailed phenotypic characterization of aberrant PCs in MRD+ cases. As shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A, each MRD+ patient showed a unique phenotypic profile. Nevertheless, clonal PCs in all MRD+ cases were negative for CD19 and negative or weakly positive for CD45 expression, thus constituting the most informative markers for discriminating normal from abnormal PCs. In this setting, CD56 was the third most significant marker, but also CD27 proved a useful marker -- especially in some cases with a low tumor burden (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B), since the majority of MRD+ cases (24/29, 83%) showed a lower CD27 expression in their clonal PCs than in their residual normal counterpart. The relevant significance of each marker to discriminate between MRD and normal PCs by PCA is shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C.

![A. Phenotypic heterogeneity of clonal plasma cells among MRD+ cases. Each row depicts the unique phenotypic profile of aberrant cells in each case. Red: negative; Green: positive; Orange: dim expression; Blue: negative to dim expression. B. t-SNE representation of the phenotypic discrimination between normal (blue) and abnormal (red) cells in an exemplificative MRD+ case with low tumor burden. C. Relevant significance of each marker used for distinguishing clonal plasma cells. The table shows the cumulative mean value of each marker for all 29 MRD+ cases.](hs9-3-e300-g004){#F2}

Besides the notorious phenotypic heterogeneity among MM patients, distinct clonal subsets were also observed within the same sample. In particular, 4/29 MRD+ cases showed 2 phenotypically different clonal subpopulations coexisting in the BM. In 2 biphenotypic cases, the distinct subsets (both kappa in one case, both lambda in the second) were discriminated upon differential CD56 expression; in the third case the concomitant kappa clonal subsets showed differential CD19 expression (the CD19^−^ subset was predominant), and in the fourth case, the 2 kappa populations detected, had clearly different CD117 and CD27 expression (the principal clone, clone 1, was CD27^dim^CD117^+^, whereas clone 2 was CD27^+^CD117^−^) (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Fig. 2, Supplemental Digital Content).

![**Biphenotypic MRD+ cases**. t-SNE projection of clonal PCs from four different MRD+ patients displaying clonal heterogeneity on phenotypic grounds. The relative percentage of each clone within the total tumor PC compartment as well as the contribution of each marker for the automated identification of such clones are shown for each case.](hs9-3-e300-g005){#F3}

The bone marrow niche in MRD-negative and MRD-positive patients
---------------------------------------------------------------

The multiparametric nature of NGF provided a unique opportunity for generating individualized BM niche profiles for each patient, and hence to evaluate whether the presence of MRD correlates with differences in the relative predominance of any BM subset. Thus, the presence of MRD was significantly correlated with higher percentages of erythroblasts (4.1% of total BM cells in MRD+ vs 2.6% in MRD− cases; p = 0.03) and TAMs (5.2% in MRD+ vs 3.6% in MRD− cases; p = 0.02), and to a lesser extend with an increased proportion of NK and NK-T cells (3.3% in MRD+ vs 2.0% in MRD− cases; p = 0.09) (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, such relevant changes in the distribution of these subsets were also observed between the 2 consecutive BM examinations in patients that reversed to a MRD+ status with an initial MRD− result. In particular, erythroblasts showed a noticeable increase in 3/4 patients (remained stable in the fourth), as well as TAMs that also increased in 3 cases but decreased in the fourth, approximately by 2-fold compared with the initial examination (Supplementary Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, Supplemental Digital Content).

![**Differences in the bone marrow niche profile among MRD+ and MRD− patients**. Each dot represents the respective value of a single MM patient. The red line shows the mean value in each group. TAMs = tumor-associated monocytes/macrophages, NK = natural killer cells, NK-T = natural killer T cells.](hs9-3-e300-g006){#F4}

Discussion
==========

The presence of MRD in patients with MM has been associated with early relapses and inferior OS.^[@R14]--[@R21],[@R33]^ Thus, we need highly sensitive and reliably quantitative techniques that allow the detection of very small numbers of MRD clones. In the present study, we applied NGF to assess MRD in a selective group of MM patients who, after frontline treatment, have remained in sustained CR for ≥2 years, and for whom there is no data. Thus, herein, we unveiled for the first time that all relapses after sustained CR go through a MRD+ phase. Importantly, unsustained CR was impossible to predict with any other biomarker except MRD.

Over a median period of 5 years in CR, we found that more than half of MM patients were MRD+. This observation seems at odds with a meta-analysis of the most relevant MRD studies showing an overall estimation of 32% MM patients in CR being MRD+ after frontline therapy (Supplementary Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, Supplemental Digital Content).^[@R14],[@R16],[@R17],[@R19]--[@R21],[@R34]--[@R40]^ In a recent study, Barlogie et al, evaluated the presence of MRD in long-term progression-free survivors, and reported that 4/68 (6%) of patients in sustained CR were MRD+.^[@R41]^ However, the evaluation of MRD in all these studies was performed using MRD approaches with a sensitivity level in the range of 10^--4^, thus possibly underestimating MRD+ cases with ultra-low tumor burden. In support of this notion, the aberrant clones detected in 18/29 (62%) MRD+ cases of our MM patient cohort were considerably small and would have been missed if a lower LOD had been used (ie, 10^−4^). On clinical grounds, six patients (12%) have relapsed to date, 5 of which were found MRD+ at initial examination and one at MRD re-evaluation 12 months after the first negative result. Two of these MRD+ cases would have been considered MRD− if a method of lower sensitivity had been applied. Collectively, these data uphold the application of highly sensitive yet affordable techniques for periodic MRD monitoring; they also imply that among patients achieving deep and sustained CR, being by itself an excellent goal of therapy for many MM patients, a significant number of cases may found MRD+, and thus may still be at higher risk for relapse. Such patients would benefit from continuous and closer monitoring of changes in their BM clonal PC load via MRD assessment.

There was a high concordance regarding MRD results between the 2 independent experts (IK and BP) suggesting that NGF is applicable and can be easily adopted by several centers that apply the EuroFlow protocols. Furthermore, the recent availability of automated analysis of NGF-based MRD monitoring will help standardizing MRD results across centers.^[@R21]^ Immunophenotypically, our results confirm previous observations regarding the existing phenotypic heterogeneity of PCs, and the occurrence of various disease-specific phenotypes that help discriminating normal from aberrant PCs,^[@R42],[@R43]^ even if the latter comprise less than 0.1% of the total PC fraction. Moreover, the frequencies of aberrant expression profiles reproduced the ones recently reported by Flores-Montero et al, with CD19 and CD45 being negative in all of our MRD+ cases (100% vs 96% reported) and CD27 downregulation occurring in 83% cases (vs 89% reported).^[@R21]^ Interestingly, our analysis also revealed four cases with two co-existing aberrant clones with distinct phenotypic characteristics, which indicates a notable intratumor heterogeneity at the MRD level. Accordingly, NGF may prove helpful in our understanding of the biological processes occurring during the course of the disease. Thus, a phenotypic comparison between patient-paired diagnostic vs MRD samples would be highly recommended, as phenotypic discrepancies will highlight important biological/molecular aspects associated with disease relapse and also reveal phenotypic signatures linked to chemo-resistance.^[@R44],[@R45]^

An important question was whether the MRD status can be associated with any of the prognostic parameters determined at diagnosis. We found no significant correlations whatsoever between age, LDH levels, cytogenetics, ISS stage, or any other prognostic parameter with MRD positivity. Similarly, no differences were observed in the prevalence of MRD negativity among patients who received ASCT and those who were not eligible, or among patients treated with different types of frontline therapy consisting of PIs or IMiDs or combinations of both. This lack of correlations suggests that baseline characteristics are not helpful to eventually predict the MRD status of MM patients. However, when we profiled patients' BM niche using NGF, we noticed significant differences between the two groups. MRD+ samples were characterized by relatively higher predominance of erythroblasts and TAMs and to a lesser extent by elevated numbers of NK and NKT cells. Interestingly, the sequential analysis of paired-BM samples from patients with an initial MRD− status reversing to MRD positivity at re-evaluation, showed an accompanying increase in erythroblast levels, implying that this subset may somehow be involved in the underlying biology of MRD. Of note, Paiva et al, have reported that in a cohort of elderly treated MM patients, elevated levels of erythroblasts together with higher proportions of B cell precursors compose a unique immune signature that, independently from the MRD status, designates a dismal clinical course.^[@R20]^ The increased number of TAMs could be also reasonably associated with MRD positivity, as these are reportedly stimulated by myeloma cell-derived products and further support myeloma growth and survival by inflammatory cytokine release.^[@R46]^ Finally, increased percentages of effector cells, including NK, CD8+ T and NKT cells, in the BM of MM patients who achieve long-term disease control, have (similarly to the patients in our study) been suggested to reflect a competent mechanism of immune surveillance to control aberrant PC growth.^[@R47]^

In summary, our results show that NGF methodology developed by EuroFlow is a highly sensitive method for the detection of very small residual clonal cells (at levels reaching 10^−6^) that may remain in the BM of treated MM patients reaching sustained CR after frontline treatment. These patients with -even rare- residual aberrant cells are likely more prone to recur, despite deep and durable responses, and thus they may be managed differently, that is, with prolonged therapy.
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